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Editor's Note
1.
Thanks to members for the contributions in this
issue. Our deadline for contributions for our next issue
is 1st December 1989.
2.
Contributions
about
interesting finds
included anonymously where requested, so that
privacy is respected.

will be
member's

3.
Please
type
contributions where possible,
included suitable illustrations for photocopying.

and

The Editor.

************
Secretary's News
November Meeting
The meeting planned for the patternmaking department of
R.M.I.T. has been postponed till next year, and the
November meeting will now be held on Tuesday 27th
November, at 8.00 p.m. at the home of Kees Klep,
The Theme will be
old Stanley planes and their dating.
A general meeting will be held on this night which
include the election of office bearers.
i.e.

will

President
Secretary and Treasurer
Chairman of Caine Collection Committee
Librarian
Editor of Newsletter

Obviously we need nominations for president and for any
or all of the other posts.
All present office bearers
are eligible for re-election.
At this meeting the financial report will be submitted
and the subscription for 1990 can be determined.
Xmas Function
This year we hope to arrange an end of year function for
members and partners - details will be notified later.

5

Tool Display
The H.T.P.A. have been asked to mount a tool display and
exhibition in association with the Victorian Woodworkers
Association Annual Demonstration. It will be held on thu
weekend of the 11th and 12th November, at 1st Doncaster
West Scout Hall at the rear of Doncaster, Municipal
Offices, Doncaster Road.
Adjoining our area a treadle
lathe will be demonstrated. It is hoped that some of our
members will show some of our tools and equipment
working. A cooper will also be working.
Visit of Ken Roberts
Ken Roberts is a very well known tool collector and tool
book publisher from new Hampshire, U.S.A.
He will be
visiting New Zealand and Australia in February 1990 and
He has offered to
will be in Melbourne for 3 or 4 days.
lecture on Tools for Trades & Crafts and arrangements are
being made for this lecture, probably combined, with a
small tool display. Time date and place will be notified
- a small entrance fee may be necessary.

************

MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS
Harrison's 'going-barrel.' Larger ratchet-wheel to which
the click, R, is attached, is connected with a great
wheel, G, by a spring, S, S'. While the clock is going,
the weight acts upon the great wheel, G, through the
spring; but as soon as the weight is taken off by
winding, the click, T, whose pivot is set in the frame,
prevents the larger ratchet from falling back, and so the
spring S, S', still drives the great wheel during the
time the clock takes to wind, as it need only just keep
the escapement going, the pendulum taking care of itself
for that short time.
Good watches have a substantially
similar apparatus.
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PIONEER

OF

SKILLS

AUSTRALIA

This rather grand sounding title is the front for a
rather ad hoe group of individuals of disparate interests
but with the common aim of preserving the skills of.
earlier times.
'
The skilrs practicised, tend to concentrate on rural
activities and cover occupations such as sleeper
hewing, �hingle splitting, adzing, coopering, bullock
driving, 1 ploughing with horses, blacksmithing, whee,l
wrights, whip making and other leather crafts. The range
of skills is really governed only by the abilities of the
members.; The popularity of 'pioneer park' and museums
has encouraged the preservation of many skills and a
resurgencb of interest in horse drawn vehicles ensures
the future of wheel wrights, carriage builders, harness
makers and farriers.
Gulf Station, a National Trust property at Yarra Glen, is
the centre for many of the groups activities, with a
major event taking place over the Anzac day weekend each
year. Local branches of the group organize work shops and
The
displays in country districts throughout the year.
efforts of a member from Orbost has led to the re
establishment of sleeper-hewing as a competitive event at
Other skills are demonstrated
the Royal Melbourne Show.
on 'Farm Sunday' as an adjunct to the sleeper-hewing
1989 also saw the introduction of horse
competition.
shoe making on a competitive basis.
Information about
may
and other aspects of the group,
future events,
be obtained from the president Ralph McDonell
Alan West

PIT SAWS
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THE ADZE
Like most basic woodworking tools, the adze has had a
development period of many thousands of years, and the
present form of the tool has changed little in the last
200 years.
It is virtually an axe with the cutting edge
at right angles to the handle.
The earliest form of the
adze had a stone blade and was probably used as an aid to
hollowing logs to transform them into boats or bowls.
The modern adze is a steel forging with a tapered socket
or eye, usually rectangular but occasionally round. The
tapered eye allows the handle to be removed to facilitate
sharpening of the cutting edge.
The basic adze is
numbered from 00 to 5 with weights ranging from 3 1/2 to
Over 50
4 3/4 lbs and cutting edges from 3 to 4 1/2'',
varieties of adzes are listed w·ith many specialized types
outside the basic range.
General purpose carpenter's
adzes can still be purchased new, and clearing and garage
sales
will
occasionally produce
an
older
type.
Unfortunately, these old adzes have usually been used as
garden mattocks
(The Cyclone catalogue even suggests
that an adze can be useful in the garden!)
However, a
bit of work will restore the cutting edge to its correct
shape (flat on the back and beveilled on the opposite side
as in a plane blade).
A well worn adze can have its
cutting edge restored to a usable size by welding on an
additional piece of suitable steel and grinding to shape.
One theory has it that the modern mattock developed from
the double sided mortise axe which was developed to
enable both the sides and ends of a mortise to be cut
from the one operating position.
Adzes are used for removing heavy waste, levelling,
shaping and trimming surfaces.
This sees the tool now
being used mostly in traditional areas such as boat
building,
furniture
and
house
construction
and
restoration.
In use, the adze swings like a pendulum with one hand
fixing the top of the handle to the hip and the other
To be
guiding and controlling the direction of the cut.
effective the cutting edge needs to be very sharp and
care must be exercised to avoid accidents.
Alan West

PIONEER

SKILLS:

SLEEPER

HEWING
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Sleeper hewing as we know it didn't become established in
Australia until 1860. Before that time broadaxes were of
a medieval type with long pointed blades. These dated as
far back as 2000 B.C.
Until 1860 sleepers were squared
from small round logs on two sides only, and were little
more than fence posts. With the production of better
quality tools after 1860 such as modern broadaxes and
steel wedges, larger trees were able to be worked. Logs
were split into billets using a wooden maul to drive the
wedges.
Some mauls weighed as much as 201b or more and
were made from 6" to 10" logs of red gum or red box. With
the manufacturing of steel sledge hammers in about 1910
the use of wooden mauls slowly died out and by 1930 they
were rarely seen.
Sleeper hewing is a highly skilled profession, and it was
necessary to serve an apprenticeship. Sleeper hewing was
mostly a family concern where fathers taught their sons
who were registered as assistants and were usually
granted a licence to work on their own when they reached
21 years of age; although some received their licence as
young as 17 years. A sleeper hewers tool kit consists of
a chopping axe, broadaxe, sledge hammer, wedges, cross
cut saw, sleeper hook, cant hook and bar, a 10" by 5 "
board, chalk line, blue pot and branding hammer. Trees
for sleepers were selected and sounded for wood depth by
driving a chopping axe into the side of the tree trunk
and listening for the thud of solid wood to echo back or
the drumming of a hollow.
A suitable tree was ring
barked, then a scarf was cut with an axe to ensure the
direction it was to fall.
The tree was then backed down
with a cross cut saw, and if no assistant was available a
forked stick was used to hold t�e saw up.
With the tree
on the ground it was barked and sawn into 9 ft lengths.
These were in turn split into billets of size 10· by 5"
using a sledge hammer of between 101b and 141b to drive
steel wedges.
If a tree was tough or cross grained it
was not unusual for a groove to be cut with a broadaxe
the full length of a log to assist the splitting.
A
billet was then rolled onto two skids, usually stringy
A
bark about 4 ft in length and as level as possible.
10" by 5" board was then used to mark off the sleepers on
each end of the billet and a line struck along the two 5"
sides.
A billy was used to hold blue chalk dust or ink
made from burned bark, the line was dipped in the billy
and when struck on a billet left a neat line. The billet
would then be scored in with a chopping axe after which
the excess wood'was squared off with a broad axe. The
billet was then turned up onto one squared edge and the
same procedure repeated on the two 10" sides.

lU

INTERESTING

FINDS

Always on the lookout for old, and unusual tools I was at
a friend's place helping him restore an old oak table.
He decided to square off the leg ends, and out came this
unusual plane which had a skewed cutter and could be used
on a shooting board. Trying not to be too enthusiastic I
asked to have a look at such an interesting plane;
he
said it belonged to this grandfather.
I asked would he
consider selling, and he said that he wouldn't as it had
sentimental value.
Twe)ve months went by and I thought I would give him
another try, so I made him an offer which was my starting
price and he accepted.
Going home with a plane that I
thought was something special was a great thrill.
I
thumbed through the few books I had and found no
I took the plane to
reference to this particular plane.
the next H.T.P.A. meeting to see if someone could
identify it.
Frank Ham found the plane listed in
'Patented Transitional and Metallic Planes in America'
which we discovered had a scrolled cast fence which I did
not have.
Feeling deflated because of the plane being
incomplete, I went armed with the reference book to my
friend's, and to my delight he said he thought he had
something like that.
Sure enough there it was in all its
glory.
I later acquired 'The Antique Tool Collectors
Guide to Value' which refers to this plane
under
Filesters.
It appears
Plane made by Metallic Plane Co 1867 - 1880.
this company was quite successful and quite a few
specimens are found as below:-

,\l,•1,,//rc· l'/ 1 1111• C<> /1011 Frll<·l>t,·r 1'/,111<', 10'/:" Ii;. x 3· w. Single Skew Iron,
2 • w , mJrk t·d E u·,·/,101 C11tt,·r /\'lt! t,11/ic l'/1111.: Cu. Roscwuo<.l Knob & Hant.lie.
\'.iriat,on ,·:1th decorate<.! knee & ,run hclJ with a screw. [',,tl'nls Unknown.
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For Sale or Wanted
Wood Boring Machine
Complete and in good condition but needs to be cleaned.
Has a small oval brass plate marked 'W. Chipperfield
Ironmongers Elizabeth Street Melbourne and Swan Street
Richmond marking on casting 'patented Jan 1872'. Prefer
to swap for carving tools but open to offers.
Contact Bryan Poynter
Wanted
Cutter and top iron to suit Stanley no.8.
Cutter to suit no. 5 (1884-1888)
Contact Nigel Lampert

Stanley prelateral bench planes nos. 3, 5 1/4, 5 1/2,
8.
I have type 4 (1874-1884) no. 7 to trade, in good
condition,
but
rusty and with a replacement rear
handle.
Contact Henry Black
Parts forCarriage Rebate Plane - Stanley 10 1/2, 1893 1899. Will swap in part 'Marples parallel thickness cast
st,eel plane blade, 2 1/4" suitable for Norris type
planes.
Contact WatsonCutter
For Sale
Ten Stanley/Turner no.5 Steel Planes' $40.00 each or
$350.00 if sold together.
Some specialist planes also
(044, 50,052, 71, 78) Offers invited. Contact Woodwork
Coordinator, Bayswater High 729 2555 or Roy Fuller
�M�et
� �al
� -'---=L�a�th
� e
� �:.____,_T�re
e, by 'Brittania Eng. Co. Ltd
� �ad
� l
� ,_,,,_
Colchester'
Complete, in good working order about 24" BC, 4" Centre
Ht. equipped with lx4 jaw chuck, lx face plate, set
change wheels, Jacobs drill chuck, tool holders and
tooling.
The lathe is fitted with a head stock.
Price
$950.00 negotiable.
Will trade tools cabinet, timber
etc.
Contact Henry Black

12
Stanley 444 Dovetail Planes for sale.
1.
Complete in box,
original
dovetail and screwdriver $1000.00.

instructions,
Fine.

sample

2.

Boxed with original instructions $900.00.

Fine.

3.

Boxed with copy of instructions $800.00.

Good +

All above are negotiable,
items are invited.

and trades of other

Stanley

Contact Henry Black
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THE

CAINE

TOOL

COLLECTION

Regular meetings are·being held with the latest one being
held on 24th October.
At this meeting it was clear that
we are at least being more recognized by the National
Out immediate aim is to re-unite the collection
Trust.
and check as far as possible against remaining lists made
by Thomas Caine so that we know what remains.
A
suggested cataloguing system has been given to us, and we
will certainly be wanting support from other members at
our regular meetings.
Thomas Caine
We know he lived and worked all his life at 24 Moleswor-th
Street, North Melbourne and had his joinery works in the
stable behind his house. We are uncertain if he employed
others, and have no details of his working life.
Any
members with information or suggestions should contact
Doug Mcivor.

************
Tool Box no. 1
Listed here is a copy of the contents of this tool
presumably complete at the time of transfer to
National Trust.

box
the

The\ "ictoriu11 \ \oodworkcrs .Associ�11".io11 Inc.
7 Blackwood S11ce1, Norlh Melbourne. 3051. Vic1oria.

THE V.W.A__

WOODWORK

1989

DEtvfONSTRATION Al'ID EXHIBITION
DEMONSTRATION

ADJACENT TO THE JST DONCASTER WEST SCOt.rr IIALL
A
DON CASTER MUNICIPAL OFFICERS - MELWAYS Map No 33
(RER
SATURDAY 11 NOVEMBER J Oam I o 5pm.
SUNDAY 12 NOVEMBER 10am to 5pm.

Fl2.)

DEMONSTR ATIONS
WOOD TURNING
WHITTLING
FURNITURE RESTORATION
CARVING A TOTEM POLE
ANTIQUE TOOLS
COOPERING

WOOD CARV!NG
CABI NET MAKING
CHAINSAW SLABBING
ADZING
CHAIR MAK[NG
UPHOLSTERY

EXHIB ITI01'T

THE ANNUAL EXHIIllT!ON OF THE VICTORIAN WOODWORKERS ASSN INC
DONCASTER GALLERY
(REAR DONCASTER MUNI CIPAL OFFICERS - MELWAYS Map No 33 FJ2.)
SATURDAY 28 OCTOBER TO SUNDAY 12 NOVEMBER
10am lo 5pm each day
ORGANIZED DY:

TIil, VICTORIAN WOOUWORKERS ASSOCIATION
with

lhc

coo pc r11ion

of

lhc

1ST UONCASTCR WCST SCOUT GROUr

AD,\IJ SS ION FREE

ii

INC

G[N[RAl fACIOAS or lV[n ClS�RIPIION Of
1ttl A I'• f•1'N ..I ,-, r.:

No. 117 THl•:
ULTJ_MATE
BHACE
by
R.
Ea.ton.
1'11 aspects of the manufacture of these tools arc studied In depth along with
the makers nnd dealers of the time. With the aid of the section on dating
Ultimatum braces it is possible to accurately date most examples and some to
within a year or two ot actual manufacture.
265mm x 210mm llardback. 180 pages. 330 photos with twelve of the most rare
in colour.

BOWSAW TOOL
P.0.OOX 224
MOOROOK/\ 4 I 0�
OL D.

P0STAGB

CO.

&

PACKING R/\TES

l copy $5.00

2 or more S6.00

Avai I able late November.

Please send mt1
co pies of Reg Eaton!; book at S511.00 each plus postage and
packing. I enclose che que/money order for

s ______
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